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.1 Results from a sideband fit
The likelihood fit presented in Section 0.6 includes the 14 bins with highest signal sensitivity to
the T1bbbb and T1tttt new physics scenarios. These bins are indicated in Tables 1 and 2. It is
interesting to perform the likelihood fit with the Poisson PDF terms for these 14 bins removed,
in order to ascertain the data-based SM background prediction when the data in these bins do
not affect the result. We call such a fit the “sideband” fit. The sideband fit is therefore based on
151 observables.

The sideband fit predictions for the SM background in these 14 “most-sensitive” bins are pre-
sented in Tables 3 and 4 and in Fig. 8. In comparison with the corresponding results from
Section 0.6, the deviations with respect to the data are somewhat larger. The largest deviation
between observation and SM expectation occurs for the bin with Nb−jet ≥ 3, HT > 1000 GeV,
and E

miss
T > 350 GeV (the HT4-MET4 bin of Table 4), where 4 events are observed whereas

only 0.4+0.6
−0.2 events are expected (note that these uncertainties are not Gaussian). From studies

with ensembles of simulated experiments, we estimate the probability for a fluctuation in the
background in this bin to match or exceed 4 events to be 9% and do not consider it further.

Table 3: SM background estimates from the sideband fit for events with E
miss
T > 350 GeV and

Nb−jet = 2. The labels HT2, HT3, and HT4 refer to the bins of HT indicated in Fig. 2, while
HT2-4 is the sum over the three bins.

Nb−jet = 2, MET4 HT2 HT3 HT4 HT2-4

Sideband-fit SM background predictions 76.4 +10.2
−9.1 22.3 +4.5

−3.9 19.0 +4.5
−3.7 118 +13

−12

Table 4: SM background estimates from the sideband fit for events with E
miss
T > 150 GeV and

Nb−jet ≥ 3. The labels HT1, HT2, MET2, etc., refer to the bins of HT and E
miss
T indicated in

Fig. 2. HT1-4 (MET2-4) refers to the sum over the four HT (three E
miss
T ) bins. The HT1-MET4

bin is excluded from the analysis, as explained in Section 0.5.6.

Observed number of events
Sideband-fit SM background predictions

Nb−jet ≥ 3 HT1 HT2 HT3 HT4 HT1-4
MET2 119 +32

−19 158 +36
−24 28.2 +6.9

−5.7 10.2 +3.5
−2.7 316 +49

−37

MET3 15.2 +4.3
−3.5 27.7 +5.8

−4.9 5.6 +2.6
−1.9 2.0 +1.5

−0.9 50.5 +8.2
−7.3

MET4 — 8.3 +2.9
−2.2 1.9 +1.3

−0.8 0.4 +0.6
−0.2 10.5 +3.2

−2.5

MET2-4 134 +32
−20 194 +36

−26 35.7 +7.5
−6.3 12.6 +3.8

−3.0 377 +51
−42


